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Print is a strategic craft that
sets stories in ink. It reaches out,
touches, changes and not least
of all, sticks around.

Print is a long-term relationship builder.
Either alone in all its majesty or in
combination with other channels.
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WHY PRINT?

Value for SEB.

In a world where everything is digitalised ...
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The real feel

Screen fatigue

... a lot of consu
mers look for “the
real feel” – tangible
experiences, some
thing that will give
them a break from
the digital world.
Not only is it a
break it is also more
trustworthy, since
print is final – no
edits.

… people want a
break from the screen.
Before the pandemic
started there was a lot
of talk of “too much
screen time”. Since the
pandemic hit, screen
time increased for a
lot of people. Brands
choose to opt for print
in order to offer a more
relaxing, quality expe
rience.
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Stands out
… print stands
out! Whether it
is information
or marketing
that goes out
to customers,
employees or
the general
public. Thus,
print is a way to
stand out from
the crowd.
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THE REAL FEEL
Mönstringshandboken for Plikt- och Prövningsverket.

By opting for print you provide
quality content and storytelling
experience for your customers.
4 tips on what “real feel” print provides
that digitalised marketing content can’t:
1. Tangible experience
2. Unedited – print is a final product
3. Screen break
4. Lasting emotional impression
		
People trust print! In a world where everything is digitalised, easily modified
and easily edited, there is a completely different feeling to printed publica
tions. Print becomes not only the reliable option but also the tangible one.
An analysis showed that 56% of all consumers trust print marketing more
than any other advertising method.
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THE REAL FEEL
Företagaren for Företagarna.

An example of a fully digitalised
company that does print advertisement
is Facebook.
They published a magazine called Grow, which was published at a time
when Facebook’s confidence had declined significantly. When the belief
that “there is no way back” from print was there, they took advantage of
its reliability.
Grow is therefore a good example of how the public relies more on print.
There is nothing that can be edited, manipulated or moved: it is final.
According to Richard Madden, strategy partner at BBH London and writer
of Print Power, print also has the abilityto convey a rational message while
leaving a lasting emotional impression. In fact, in a survey, 7 out of 10
reported that they find direct mail advertising more personal than online
ads. This results in a so-called “real feel”.
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S C R E E N FAT I G U E

Since the majority of the population are
millennials, it is important to understand
they are actually the driving factor
when it comes to print. Use that to your
advantage in your content marketing!
The digital advantage in our everyday lives has led to screen fatigue,
people are increasingly tired of mobile phones, computers and iPads and
are looking for a real break. This fact has only increased during the current
Covid-19 pandemic.
It is not just millennials who are feeling the digital overload, but people in
general are feeling it more and more. As consumers, we are very used to
having quick access to everything we need through our phones or compu
ters. Thus, there is growing recognition that we waste many hours of our
lives fixed on a screen and endlessly scrolling through digital content.
Brands have picked up on the screen fatigue and try to use that not only for
their on advantage but also in order to connect and reach their customers
on another level.

Print content:
• For a more relaxing, quality experience.
• For a digital break.
• Good way for brands to form awareness, but also a good
way to connect with their customers in a different way.
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P R I N T S TA N D S O U T

A luxury package.

“If you place your bets on print today,
you are seen as creative and bold.”
“In a world where everything is digitalised, print stands out.” Just as t hese
quotes state (taken from the report “Rebirth of print”), print is now ‘hip’.
Most things are digitalised, whether it is information or marketing that
goes out to customers, employees or the general public. Thus, print is
a way to stand out from the crowd. We have mentioned Facebook.
Various other digital companies such as Airbnb and Amazon have also
started experimenting with print.
Airbnb is considered the trend setter. Google also experimented with
magazines when they marketed a Pixel phone. Instead of placing a simple
ad, they worked very closely with the magazine where they created content
and funded a huge increase in editions.
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A LG O R I T H M B U B B L E S

Value for SEB.

Let’s not forget!
An algorithm bubble is where the content you follow, like or interact
with combines with algorithms to create a “personal feed” where you
only see the things that you agree with. These algorithms only show you
what you potentially already like, making it harder for new stories
to appear in your feed.
BBC UK explains the problem as follows: “Fake news can spread really
quickly as everyone in a filter bubble might share the same viewpoint
– and it’s much easier to believe a fake story when other accounts you
like and follow are sharing and agreeing with it too.”
Print does not have this problem, even though readers pull towards
content they enjoy, you do not have an algorithm controlling what is
shown to the reader.
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